
CAPZ WORKING TEAM MEETING REPORT– May 12, 2014 – CB#1-49-51 Chambers Street – Suite 715 

Present: 
Voting CWG Members:   
Michael Levine  CB#1       
Victor Papa Two Bridges Neighborhood Council   
Eva Handhart,  PRATT VIA (Telephone) 
Wilson Soo  Chinatown Working Group    
Rob Hollander  Member 
Louise Velez  NMASS 
Mitchell Gruber  BAN 
Edward Ma  CB#2 Member 
Irving Lee  Property Tax Payers 
Mee Wong  Property Tax Payers    
Dean Fong  Property Tax Payers 
Zella Jones  NBS     
Mayrabeth Lopez  GOLES 
Josephine Lee  CSWA       
David Tieu  NMASS 
MyPhuong Chung CB#3 
H. Wang  LMCC 
Gigi Lee   CB #3 
 
Non-CWG Present (See Attachment #1 - Attendance Sheet) 
 
Victor Papa and Michael Levine, presided as CAPZ WORKING TEAM Co-chairs 
The meeting convened with Michael Levine and Victor Papa presiding and the group was directed to 

continue discussing Sub-district A and the question about the implications of transferring of air rights 

from there to the proposed receiving Sub-districts C & D.  

With no clear resolution to that question, the discussion then touched upon the issue of what the CWG’s 

Cultural and Historic Preservation (C&HP) sub-committee had previously identified as buildings and 

areas of historic significance in Chinatown. This resulted in a call for the reconvening of that sub-

committee to revisit the question so as to clarify what the possible unfair burden on such building 

designation could mean to property owners. It was noted that these concerns were also expressed at a 

recent press conference by the Property Tax Payers Association and the Chinese Consolidated 

Benevolent Association. M. Gruber, the chair of the C & HP present at the meeting, agreed to reconvene 

the sub-committee. The Pratt Center Consultant team also distributed a paper intended to address and 

clarify some of the issues raised at the press conference. (Attached) 

Specific recommendations were made for Sub-districts C & D, i.e., calling for height cap restrictions or 

for lowering FAR in the receiving Sub-districts so as to allow more to be transferred from Sub-district A, 

and a call to require more affordable housing. No consensus was apparent on these recommendations. 



The chairs, reminding the committee that it needed to come to a resolution on Sub-district A, and not 

having reached one, suggested that the matter be brought to the CWG to resolve it so that it could be 

further referred to the Community Board. 

Mr. Papa announced that the next convening of the CAPZ sub-committee would be announced. 





 














